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INTRODUCTION 
THEAPPLICATION OF technical standards has an impact on the transfer of 
information. This includes creative and scholarly writing, publishing, 
abstracting, indexing, and library services. The results of this applica- 
tion affect authors, publishers, librarians, library users, and other read- 
ers in ways which are both direct and indirect. This review considers 
how the individuals involved use formal and informal standards both 
intentionally and unwittingly in order to succeed in their various en- 
deavors. Its scope covers the broad range of applications within the areas 
mentioned, with some particular emphasis on the process of book 
publishing and librarianship. It reviews the use of technical standards 
by the various constituencies concerned, examines the relationship of 
the user to the development of standards, and identifies some needs of 
the future which will improve the application of both informal and 
officially adopted standards. 
A search of the literature reveals almost no discussion on the 
application of standards from the user’s point of view. This presenta- 
tion is based on experience with processes and services which have been 
affected by the application of technical standards. An analysis and 
interpretation of the factors which make up  the milieu surrounding the 
development of standards is used as a method to establish current trends. 
Sandra K. Paul is President, SKP Associates, New York; and Johnnie E. Givens is 
Manager, Library and Information Services, Metrics Research Corporation, Atlanta. 
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THE USE OF STANDARDS 
AuthodPublisher Relationship 
Authors often are considered brilliant and creative, albeit idiosyn- 
cratic. In contrast to this image, actually they do make extensive use of 
those “rigid rules” called standards and, were i t  not for the existence of 
standards, many would find it impossible to create their works. 
Before setting pen to paper or fingers to the word processer, authors 
must spend time researching the area about which they intend to write. 
This is important for those who are writing nonfiction or scholarly, 
scientific and technical works or textbooks. All American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) 239 standards which allow materials to be 
cataloged easily by librarians and which establish the framework for 
abstracting and indexing services provide road maps into publications. 
These help the author engaged in research. Two specific 239 standards 
simplify the research process. They are the standards for “Bibliographic 
References,” 239.29, and “Synoptics,” 239.34. Both allow the researcher 
to move from one article of concern to the next with ease. 
Authors no longer necessarily are restricted to the holdings in their 
local libraries or obliged to travel to the location of the research infor- 
mation they want and need. In today’s information-rich society, the 
standard for “Bibliographic Informa tion Interchange on Magnetic 
Tape,” 239.2 facilitates easy access to information available in libraries 
throughout the country. Elsewhere in this issue the importance of that 
standard to the library community is discussed. A standard which makes 
sharing this bibliographic information in machine-readable form pos- 
sible among all researchers of the country has an immeasurable value to 
authors. 
Once authors have enough research completed to begin writing, 
many will do so on a typewriter, text processer or computer. The ability 
to find the keys with ease is due to the standardized typewriter keyboard. 
This is one example of the benefits authors enjoy with little awareness 
that standards, official or de facto, provide the facilitation. Other exam- 
ples are numerous of the benefits derived by the user from the require- 
ments standards place on the manufacturer of machines and related 
equipment. 
After a work has taken shape, the manuscript is submitted to a 
publisher. The author seeks a commitment for publication through the 
drawing of a contract between the two. Although there is no official or 
formal standard for a contract, informal standards exist. They allow 
authors and their agents to locate specifics of concern within that legal 
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contractual document and to determine if its terms are acceptable or are 
to be further negotiated. Official standardization for contract form, if 
developed and required, might be frowned upon by the Justice Depart- 
ment as “collusion.” 
Several other ANSI 239 standards are necessary aids to the author in 
creating a work for publication. Two general ones are “Basic Criteria 
for Indexes,” 239.4; and “Writing Abstracts,” 239.14. When appro- 
priate, others equally important are the “Preparation of Scientific Pa- 
pers for Written or Oral Presentation,” 239.16; the “Guidelines for 
Format and Production of Scientific and Technical Reports,” 239.18; 
and “Format for Scientific and Technical Translations,” 239.31. 
One area in which no standard yet exists is in text editing and 
formatting. This is an annoyance to many authors and book publishers. 
Today, an author using one of a variety of word or text processers, or 
even a micro-, mini- or maxicomputer, likely finds the publisher unable 
to accept the manuscript in machine-readable form because the output 
of the author’s hardware is incompatible with technical capabilities of 
the publisher’s hardware. Seldom does word processing, text editing or 
computer-composition hardware exist at all in a book publisher’s 
office. These publishers are reluctant to invest in a particular manufac- 
turer’s system of hardware until standardization will assure the capabil- 
ity of being able to accept machine-readable manuscripts from the wide 
variety of hardware used by their authors. A text editing standard is 
being prepared by American National Standards Committee (ANSC) 
X3 Subcommittee J6. The expected completion date is 1983, with imple- 
mentation by most equipment manufacturers and/or publishers and 
printers improbable before 1985. Compatibility by standardization in 
hardware and operating software design is the step that is necessary to 
solve today’s wasted key strokes in the author/book publisher interface 
during manuscript development and editing. 
This problem has less importance to newspaper and journal pub- 
lishers, where writers often function as staff employees. These writers 
can be provided with a piece of equipment that is compatible with the 
system used by their publisher. 
The Book Publishing Process 
A number of formal standards are used by those individuals in a 
publishing house responsible for editing the manuscript, establishing 
the design specifications and arranging for setting the words in type. 
One that is common to all types of print publishing is “Proof Correc- 
tions,” 239.22, the “rule” for all proofreaders, copy editors and typeset- 
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ters. Publishers, depending on the method of publication, make use of 
the standards “Periodicals: Format and Arrangement,” 239.1; “Title 
Leaves of a Book,” 239.15; “Book Spine Formats,” 239.41; and “Infor- 
mation on Microfiche Headings,” 239.32. 
Publishers also make use of standards from the Library Binding 
Institute when they place orders with book manufacturers. There now is 
under development a standard for permanent durable paper by ANSC 
239 Subcommittee S. Journal and book publishers should make great 
use of it if they expect to meet the needs of libraries. 
Once the work has been written, edited, copyedited, andset in type, 
it is the responsibility of the publicity, advertising, sales, and marketing 
departments of a book publishing house to make the work known to the 
public. In the course of their activities, these departments make use of a 
number of formal 239 standards, as well as a variety of informal ones. 
From the start of its life in a publishing house, the work should be, 
and generally is, assigned an identification number that allows i t  to be 
located internally. This identification number is used by potential 
buyers to ensure receiving the specific book requested for purchase. 
These numbers are the International Standard Book Number (ISBN), 
defined by ANSI 239.21; the International Standard Serial Number 
(ISSN), ANSI 239.9; and the Technical Report Number (STRN), speci- 
fied by ANSI 239.23. 
Those concerned withadvertising that will reach the library market 
follow the guidelines set out in “Advertising of Micropublications,” 
239.26or “Describing Books in Advertisements, Catalogs, Promotional 
Materials, and Book Jackets,” 239.13. Finally, those preparing catalogs 
make use of “Trade Catalogs,” 239.6. 
There are other marketing tools which are available and are either 
based on or reflected in 239 standards. The first is Cataloging in Publi- 
cation (CIP). Participation in this process provides two services for the 
publisher. It makes available the data that will appear on the verso of the 
title page and sends prepublication information about the title to 
wholesalers and librarians through its appearance on the Machine 
Readable Cataloging (MARC) tapes issued by the Library of Congress 
(LC). The second marketing tool used by publishers is a direct derivative 
of 239 standards. All books in the United States should carry the ISBN in 
a specific OCR-A type font (ANSI X3.17-1977), according to the ISBN 
standard (239.21). In addition, books sold through grocery, convenience 
and drugstores must carry the Universal Product Code (UPC) for scan- 
ning equipment used in that environment. In an attempt to satisfy the 
point-of-sale scanning needs of their customers, many publishers 
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already have initiated printing one or both of the twocodes on the covers 
or jackets of their books. 
Once a work is published, the objective of promotion is success in 
the marketplace. One measure of success for books is the best-seller 
listings in such publications as the New York Times and Publishers 
Weekly. Other information about the publishing industry is based on 
the following 239 standards: “Compiling Book Publishing Statistics,” 
239.8; “Compiling Newspaper and Periodical Publishing Statistics,” 
239.39; “Compiling U.S. Microform Publishing Statistics,” 239.40; 
“Library Statistics,” 239.7; and/or “Criteria for Price Indexes for 
Library Materials,” 239.20. 
Book Purchasers 
If one looks at the information transfer process from the perspective 
of the purchaser, there are several steps one may take. The first is to learn 
about the work and/or identify it as a distinct unit when its existence is 
known. For books, the appearance of CIP cataloging on the LC MARC 
tapes stimulates preparation of cataloging cards by wholesalers, con- 
firms the existence of the publication to librarians, and starts the recog- 
nition process. Individual journal articles achieve recognition through 
abstracting and indexing service products. 
Once a person or organization decides to purchase a book, the order 
must be executed in a way which makes certain that the publisher will 
supply precisely the edition and binding of the work desired, shipping i t  
as quickly as possible. Because most major publishers and wholesalers 
have automated their order processing activities, the purchaser should 
make use of the numerical codes assigned by publishers- the ISBNs- to 
guarantee accuracy and speed in receiving the order. Other tools useful 
to the ordering process are derivatives of standards developed in the past 
and/or in process. Three of them are: the American National Standard 
for “Single Title Order Form for Library Materials in three by five 
Format,” 239.30-1982;the form for multiple title orders under develop- 
ment by ANSC 239 Subcommittee T;and the standard under develop- 
ment by the 239 Subcommittee U for transmitting orders in 
machine-readable form via telecommunications links. 
Two other standardized computer-to-computer communication 
formats have not yet reached sufficient acceptance within the publish- 
ing/wholesaling/library/booksellingcommunities to become active 
work items for 239. Both are products of the Book Industry Systems 
Advisory Committee (BISAC) of the Book Industry Study Group, Inc. 
The Title Update Format allows publishers to send monthly machine- 
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readable notifications to their customers of price changes, new publica- 
tions, out-of-print declarations for the future, delays in anticipated 
publication dates, and other similar order-status information. The 
second format provides for transmission of electronic invoices from the 
vendor to the purchaser of books. These two formats are expected to 
reach the stage of formal standard preparation in 1983. 
Book Readers 
One class of book reader is the employee of an abstracting and 
indexing (AM) service. The tasks of indexing, abstracting and catalog- 
ing are not only possible because the publisher has provided informa- 
tion that the indexer and abstractor need in the standardized places 
within the book or journal, but they can be accomplished in a timely 
manner because of this ease of location. Lockheed, BRS, SDC, Mead 
Data Central, and other information services take the abstracts, indexes, 
or the machine-readable version of the work itself and provide the 
researcher or librarian with that information in an easily accessible 
form. 
One major problem for those who use the services of these brokers is 
the lack of standardization among their systems. T o  become proficient 
on any system, one must learn the unique specialized codes, keywords 
and parameters of that system. No two are identical. T o  overcome this 
apparent lack of agreement to standardize, “black box” accessing de- 
vices are the current answer. Preparation of a standard for these uses, 
“Terms and Symbols Used in Form Functional Areas of Interactive 
Retrieval Systems,” is underway by the 239 Subcommittee G. 
The services of the information broker to the information user are 
dependent largely upon the “traditional” activities of abstracting and 
indexing, which initially had their beginning in the print format. The 
uses of standard abbreviations and the ISSN for journal identification 
are the strongest applications of standards within the A&Iservices. The 
American Geological Institute, in its publication GeoRef, is recognized 
as the organization in the A&I community that stays knowledgeable and 
current on the standards which have been approved, and is consistent 
and rigid about applying them in its publishing services. The institute’s 
almost singular use of the Reference Manual for Machine-readable 
Bibliographic Description (2d rev. ed.), edited by Harold Dierickx and 
Ellen Hopkinson and developed by Unesco, a standard widely used in 
Europe, dramatizes the fact that, however functional the standards may 
be when developed, often they are used less in the United States than 
internationally. 
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The Common Practices and Standards Committee of the National 
Federation of Abstracting and Information Services (NFAIS) surveyed 
its member organizations in 1979 to determine which standards pertain- 
ing to the content and format of bibliographic citations, abstracts and 
indexes were used, and how closely these standards were followed. A 
summary report has been published in the NFAZS Newsletter.’ Based 
upon the responses to some questions, certain standards appear to be 
used more widely than others among those member organizations. 
Examples of these are the use made by respondents of ISSN, CODEN, 
ISBN, and the IS0 and ANSI standards for abbreviations of serial titles. 
Many standards were reported used, and in-house standards seem to be 
preferred by about one-third of the respondents over those developed 
externally. Survey reports indicated that when standards are used, they 
are followed exactly or very closely. 
Librarians 
Most procedures and services which librarians perform are pre- 
scribed, influenced or derived from official or de facto technical stan- 
dards. Table 1 presents the 239 published standards as of April 1982. 
Each one affects some part of the information services librarians pro- 
vide. Almost all of the writing in the literature which discusses technical 
standards is focused on the relationship standards have with library 
processes. In this presentation only selected references are made. 
Librarians at every staff level abide by professional and process 
requirements, which many of them accept with almost no recognition 
that they are specified in officially approved standards. Seldom are the 
requirements which are based on informally adopted standards distin- 
guished from those resulting from official standards directly regulating 
the activities of the library world or the world of other professions and 
service providers. This interrelationship of both intent and use makes i t  
difficult to trace the direct use librarians make of many standards. 
Almost any standard can serve as an example of this common 
importance which the results of a standards application can have. 
Regardless of the primary audience for which the focus of standardiza- 
tion is directed, the derivative effects can be powerful, e.g., “Information 
on Microfiche Headings,” 239.32; or “Title Leaves of a Book,” 239.15. 
The complexity becomes apparent when attempting to determine 
whether the primary intent in developing a standardis that i t  be used by 
the producer of the product to which it refers, or that the results of its 
application benefit the librarian and information provider engaged in 
the access and interpretation processes. Equally unclear in tracing the 
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application of standards is whether application has a greater direct 
effect on the manufacturer or producer in the information process, or on 
the information provider making access possible. This lack of a direct 
line of cause and effect may be somewhat responsible for the limited 
involvement librarians as a group have given to the development of 
technical standards. 
Since librarians sometimes are authors and, with somewhat less 
frequency, even may be involved in the actual production of informa-
tion, multiple uses of the requirements traceable to standards are made 
in the profession. Multiple uses also are made by authors, publishers, 
editors, and others who have been considered in this presentation, but 
because of the scope of activities librarians engage in for the production 
and provision of information services, librarians seem to be involved in 
the broadest scope of interwoven complexities. 
THE USER AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARDS 
User Participation 
One element which generally is considered fundamental to the 
successful development of standards is participation of the various 
constituencies which will use or be affected by the standards. Acommit- 
ted group of librarians, publishers and abstracting/indexing service 
providers represent the respective professions in efforts to develop tech- 
nical standards. The list on the following page presents the 239 member 
organizations as of April 1982. The representation from each consti- 
tuency is small in proportion to total membership of the group. Each 
devotes considerable time and ability in the development and promo- 
tion of the responsibilities assumed by ANSC 239. Authors have no 
official professional group representing them by direct participation, 
although they individually participate through personal membership 
in existing ANSC 239 member organizations. 
This contribution goes practically unnoticed, even to other 
members in the very groups these dedicated workers represent. The 
somewhat limited recognition of the responsibilities and accomplish- 
ments of those involved appears to result both from a failure by ANSC 
239 to make major efforts in earlier years to publicize its work, and 
because the tasks and outcomes have utilitarian value with limited 
professional glamour. ANSC 239 has recognized that its policy of mak-
ing information freely available has not been enough. T o  correct this 
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breakdown in communications, ANSC 239 is engaged in a focused 
effort to increase and improve information dissemination. 
The report of the Publicity Committee at the 239 Annual Meeting, 
April 1982, included a range of activities: 
1. Regular publicity releases in addition to the information published 
in T h e  Bowker Annual of Library and Book Trade Information and 
in the A L A  Yearbook. 
2. Quarterly publication of the Voice of 239, with free mailing to a list 
of 1400. 
3. Special exhibits at 1982 annual meetings of the National Federation 
of Abstracting and Indexing Services, Special Libraries Association, 
American Library Association, and American Society for Informa- 
tion Science. 
4. Plans 	to provide library schools with information and offers of 
speakers. 
5 .  	Program presentations at the 1982 American Library Association 
Annual Meeting and the American Booksellers Association Annual 
Meeting. 
6. A publicity campaign for the Single Title Order Form for Library 
Materials. 
7. Reviews and articles on individual standards in the Association of 
American Publishers Book Distribution Task Force Bulletin, Pub- 
lishers Weekly and Microform Review. 
Concurrently, effort is being intensified to enlarge member participa- 
tion from the constituencies which do have representation and to recruit 
those which should have. 
239 MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS AS OF APRIL 1982 
American Association of Law Libraries 
American Chemical Society 
American Institute of Physics 
American Library Association 
American Nuclear Society 
American Psychological Association 
American Society for Information Science 
American Society of Indexers 
American Theological Library Association 
AMIGOS Bibliographic Council, Inc. 
Association of American Library Schools 
Association of American Publishers 
Association of American University Presses 
Association of Earth Science Editors 
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Association of Jewish Libraries 
Association of Research Libraries 
Association of Scientific Information Dissemination Centers 
Aztex Corporation 
Book Manufacturers Institute, Inc. 
R.R. Bowker Company, Inc. 
Catholic Library Association 
Council of Biology Editors 
Council of National Library and Information Associations 
Engineering Information, Inc. 
Engineering Societies Library 
F.W. Faxon Company, Inc. 
Indiana Cooperative Library Services Authority (INCOLSA) 
Information Industry Association 
Library Binding Institute 
Library of Congress 
Medical Library Association 
Music Library Association 
National Agricultural Library 
National Bureau of Standards, Library and Information Services Division 
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS) 
National Federation of Abstracting and Indexing Services (NFAIS) 




Pittsburgh Regional Library Center 
Research Libraries Group, Inc. 
Society for Scholarly Publishing 
Society for Technical Communication 
Special Libraries Association 
State University of New York, SUNY/OCLC Network 
U.S. Board of Geographic Names 
U.S. Department of Commerce, National Technical Information Service 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Printing and Packaging Division 
U.S. Department of Defense 
U.S. Department of Education, Office of Libraries and Learning Technologies 
U.S. Department of Energy, Technical Information Center 
U.S. Department of Interior, Office of Water Research and Technology 
U.S. National Archives and Records Service 
University of California-Los Angeles Library 
Economic Effects of Standards 
Every profession involved in information services today is influ- 
enced by the constant changes and rapid developments in technology. It 
is difficult to focus on either defining the need for the process of 
developing a standard when hardware, software and communications 
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TABLE 1 
239 PUBLISHEDSTANDARDS 
239.1-1977 Periodicals: Format and Arrangement # 
239.2-1979 Bibliographic Information Interchange on Magnetic Tape # 
++ 239.4-1968 Basic Criteria for Indexes (R1974) # 
++ 
239.5-1969 Abbreviation of Titles of Periodicals (R1974) 

239.6-1965 Trade Catalogs (R1977) # 

++ 
++ 239.7-1968 Library Statistics (R1974) # 
239.8-1977 Compiling Book Publishing Statistics # 
239.9-1979 International Standard Serial Numbering # 
239.10-1971 Directories of Libraries and Information Centers (R1977) 
239.11-1972 System for the Romanization of Japanese (R1978) 
239.12-1972 System for the Romanization of Arabic (R1978) 
239.13-1979 Describing Books in Advertisements, Catalogs, Promotional 
Materials, and Book Jackets # 
239.14-1979 Writing Abstracts # 
239.15-1980 Title Leaves of a Book # 
239.16- 1979 Preparation of Scientific Papers for Written or Oral 
Presentation # 
+ 
++ 239.18-1974 Guidelines for Format and Production of Scientific 
and Technical Reports # 
239.19-1980 Guidelines for Thesaurus Structure, Construction, and Use+ 
239.20-1974 Criteria for Price Indexes for Library Materials #++ 
+ 239.21-1980 Book Numbering 	 # 
+ 	 239.22-1981 Proof Corrections # 
239.23-1974 Technical Report Number (STRN) 
239.24- 1976 System for the Romanization of Slavic Cyrillic Characters 
239.25-1975 Romanization of Hebrew 
++ 
+ 	 239.26-1981 Advertising of Micropublications # 
239.27-1976 Structure for the Identification of Countries of the 
World for Information Interchange 
239.29-1977 Bibliographic References # 
239.30-1982 Single Title Order Form for Library Materials in 
three by five Format 	 # 
++ 
239.31-1976 Format for Scientific and Technical Translations # 
+ 	 239.32-1981 Information on Microfiche Headings # 
239.33-1977 Development of Identification Codes for Use by the 
Bibliographic Community 
239.34-1977 Synop tics # 
239.35-1979 System for the Romanization of Lao, Khmer, and Pali 
239.37-1979 System for the Romanization of Armenian 
239.39-1979 Compiling Newspaper and Periodical Publishing Statistics # 
239.40- 1979 Compiling U S .  Microform Publishing Statistics # 
* 	 239.41-1979 Book Spine Formats # 
+ 239.42-1980 Serial Holdings Statements at the Summary Level 
+ 239.43-1980 Identification Code for the Book Industry (SAN) 
+ Includes LC Cataloging in Publication Data 
++ Published standard in process of revision 
R Date of reaffirmation of standard 
# Standard cited in this paper 
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capabilities change as rapidly as they now are. Even an awareness 
update is almost impossible for many. Any effort to influence the 
pattern of change requires additional resource commitment. This 
increases the importance standards and their effects have on services and 
programs. 
In the commercial world the development and application of 
standards without governmental intervention have been successful gen- 
erally only when the projected result has yielded an economic incentive. 
Traditionally, in efforts at standardization there has been an underlying 
conflict between the freedom and independence of competitive design in 
the free enterprise system and the objective to respond to the low-cost 
market demand. The desire for economic advantage by capitalizing on 
assembly-line production benefits and the capability to mass-produce 
replacement parts for equipment and systems manufactured by others 
(e.g., the light bulb that fits most lamps and chandeliers) have been 
dominant influences on past standardization in the commercial world. 
Ultimately the consumer has played a prevailing role. 
In movements to develop standards, participants from not-for- 
profit organizations have been able generally to concern themselves 
with the purpose of ensuring quality control and providing for compat- 
ibility of processes more than with economic factors. The economic 
impact, when evident, has been manifest at the point of application and 
has influenced the frequency of application rather than the support for 
development. 
Emerging from that environment, librarians are acquiring a new 
awareness. Until they began to face a no-growth economy and static 
budgets, they gave little consideration to the costs of implementing 
guidelines and requirements specified by standards or the effects on 
other related activities resulting from the implementation of standards. 
Cost has an important impact not only on the successful adoption of a 
standard after it is developed, but also on the quality of performance the 
user is willing to accept in the development of the standard. Commer- 
cial producers and providers of information long have been aware of 
this, especially in the application of standards to technology. 
One area in which this is especially evident for librarians is the 
development of online databases for network use. Initial response from 
librarians has been to require both a high quality of bibliographic data 
in the database and completeness of entry record for all uses and users. 
The value of this level of quality control can hardly be questioned as the 
official database for research bibliographic reference. Standards for 
bibliographic entry in machine-readable form have been developed to 
produce such an acceptable quality. 
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The emergence of state and even intrastate networks increases the 
number of participants from different types of libraries. This expansion 
produces uses of database information from participants with varying 
fiscal capabilities and representing users with differing levels of biblio- 
graphic information need. The cost of accessing full bibliographic 
entries and using the complete record formed according to a nationally 
accepted standard is being questioned with increasing frequency. Even 
administrators of libraries generally identified as holding research col- 
lections are beginning to look at the percentage of total uses made which 
represents classical research use and which requires access to a compre- 
hensive bibliographic entry. 
Concurrent with the discussion of user fees and their appropriate- 
ness is the emergence of discussions on fees for levels of use in accessing 
bibliographic information. As online catalogs increase in use, the capa- 
bility of purchasing the level of bibliographic information required by a 
specified group of users or for a particular use (e.g., circulation records 
for a small- to medium-sized public library) may be a viable way of 
ensuring cost-effective uses coordinated with the application of stan-
dards which will not weaken quality control. 
Specifically, this is applicable to the development of databases and 
the accessing of them in network configurations. When one defines the 
user as being the library representing the information end user, proba- 
bly every library user has need for accessing a shared database at differ- 
ing levels of bibliographic completeness for different uses. When 
documenting cost justification for participation in a service, pricing 
structures by which the user accessing the information pays in propor- 
tion to the level of use made may be a way in which wide acceptance of 
standards application can be accomplished. 
The accessing of databases is only one example from many of the 
unexplored areas in technological developments which are and will 
have effects on the information consumer’s response to the cost of 
applying standards. If a balance is to occur between the desirability to 
maintain a high level of quality control and service costs which are 
affordable in developing standards for hardware, software, communica- 
tions capabilities, and accessing of services, the information consumer 
must recognize the importance of participation in the total process of 
developing standards. 
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NEEDS OF THE FUTURE 
Many pressing needs of the future have been included as each 
constituency using standards has been discussed. These needs generally 
are accentuated by the development and use of technology in the pro- 
duction, storage, accessing, and provision of information. The role of 
ANSC 239 is becoming increasingly important. Some of the priority 
needs include: 
1. Continued and expanded efforts to involve in the total process of 
developing standards increasing numbers of individuals and groups 
representing those constituencies affected by standards; 
2. Priority recognition given to the fact that in both the profit and not- 
for-profit constituency groups, financial incentives are increasing in 
importance as factors affecting not only the acceptance and applica- 
tion of standards but also the level of quality control which can be 
required when standards are developed; 
3.  	Sensitivity to the perception by some groups using standards that 
development in the past has focused on library user needs, and that 
they, the other constituencies, have a feeling of being out of so-called 
participation control and consequently have lost interest in partici- 
pating in the development process; 
4. Recognition that application of requirements resulting from official 
adoption of a standard likely will be incorporated by commercial 
constituencies when a major production change is being made rather 
than immediately following adoption; 
5 .  Awareness that acceptance of standards for application by the pro- 
ducer of products and services likely will lag behind the needs and 
desires of information users for quality control and cost-effective 
production, unless user groups organize and coordinate their articu- 
lation ofneeds in ways that show economic benefits to the producers, 
individually and in groups; and 
6. Educational efforts focused on developing wide understanding 
among user constituencies that international exchange of informa- 
tion is imminent, and the need to cooperate in accommodation of 
transfer compatibility reduces the level of independence that can be 
maintained separate from the development of standards by the Inter- 
national Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the interna- 
tional communities of users. 
These can be grouped under the need for greater dissemination of 
information about the work of such bodies asANSCZ39, a sensitivity to 
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the economic results of applying standards to all types of information 
services, and the desirability of encouraging compatibility among sys- 
tems and services in order to make cost-effective use of both hardware 
and software in computer systems. 
Dissemination of Information 
The work of the 239 Committee needs to have greater visibility and 
member participation within the organizations which now are not 
actively represented. Until recently the perception widely held has been 
that a select group of participants have functioned as something of a 
closed society. Regardless of the incorrectness of this interpretation, 
ANSC 239 is wise to devote effort to changing the impression. Future 
response to the development of standards will be strengthened by a 
wider base of understanding as well as participation. ANSC 239 should 
coordinate its activities tocapitalize on those which are appearing in the 
word procesing industry to interest user participation at the grassroots 
level in development of standards. 
Flexibility for Economic Capabilities 
No longer can the desire to maintain good quality control take 
precedence over an acceptance that cost effectiveness is an important 
requirement for decision-making in not-for-profit organizations as well 
as in the commercial world. Standards are the public statement of 
quality and are used in the control of it. When standardsexist solelyas a 
statement with limited application, they have minimal value. Future 
costs may well reduce the voluntary acceptance which has been achieved 
in the past. Specific attention to thecost of application in relation to the 
needs of specific user groups for a product or service must be an integral 
part of developments and revisions currently being considered, as well 
as those of the future. Expansion of the participation base in developing 
standards should make cost consideration easier and improve the 
response to standards application by the user. 
Compatibility 
A need for compatibility exists nationally as well as internation- 
ally. One example of national 'need is similar to the one cited for 
accessing data files of the information services. The absence of compati- 
bility is obvious among those vendors offering circulation systems to 
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libraries. Each vendor has created a custom-designed scheme for num- 
bering the holdings of individual library customers. It is unlikely that 
an identified title carries the same number in any two systems-or even 
in two or more libraries within a single vendor’s system. The machine- 
readable codes used on the labels for books, the numbers assigned to 
patrons and the fonts for those codes reflect the same absence of common 
identity as the title identification. 239 Subcommittee V is attempting to 
determine the best approach to indicate library item and patron identifi- 
ers, in an effort to develop a standard that can be accepted both by those 
organizations whose systems have been on the market for some time, as 
well as by the newcomers. 
A larger challenge faces Subcommittee V- the responsibility for 
developing a coding structure for libraries themselves. None of these 
standards will be determinedeasily nor will any be inexpensively imple- 
mented. However, their implementation during the 1980s will preclude 
the unfortunate development of a nation made up of automated infor- 
mation centers, none of which can communicate or interchange infor- 
mation about its patrons or collections with ease. If compatibility for 
communication or interchange of information cannot be effected 
nationally, there is little reason to expect that progress will be speedy in 
developing the capability internationally. 
Summary 
Tracing the use of technical standards by various constituencies 
within the information world reveals multiple and complex interactive 
uses. Uses made by librarians appear to be less distinct than those for any 
other group. Often the users themselves are unaware that the processes 
and procedures they follow regularly are the results of informal or 
officially adopted standards. 
Acceptance and application of standards follow voluntary partici- 
pation rather than regulated requirement. Economic incentives always 
have been strong factors affecting the acceptance and application of 
standards. Developments in the application of technology and eco- 
nomic conditions generally are minimizing the economic difference 
which formerly existed between the profit and not-for-profit consti- 
tuency groups. 
The contribution from representatives of member groups in the 
activities of ANSC239 is of great value. The lack of recognition awarded 
this contribution both from organizations and individuals is regretta- 
ble. Attention by ANSC 239 in the future to information dissemination, 
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the economic impact of standards development, and the need for expe- 
diting the development of compatibility within communications capa- 
bilities both nationally and internationally is a priority. The work of 
the 239 Committee in the future will demand participation of the user to 
a degree greater than has been achieved in the past if the challenges of 
the future are to be met. 
The impact of technological advances is only now being recognized 
and responses formulated. Development and application of standards 
in any area have both values and limitations for users. A concerted effort 
by users is necessary. User groups must take the initiative at the grass- 
roots level. Only through this effort can the information needs of this 
decade and those of the twenty-first century be accommodated with 
effectiveness and efficiency. 
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